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This paper is concerned with the behavior of semigroups of non- 
linear contractions on closed convex subsets of a Hilbert space H. 
Recently, many results, known for semigroups of linear operators, 
were extended to semigroups of nonlinear contractions. The first 
results in this direction by Neuberger [25] and oharu [26] dealt 
mainly with the representation of such semigroups by means of 
exponential formulas. Extension of these results and other results 
of similar nature were obtained by several authors, see e.g. [7], [9], 
[18], [20], [29] and [34]. 
The central result in the theory of semigroups of linear operators 
is the characterization, by the Hille-Yosida theorem, of the generators 
of semigroups of bounded linear operators in a general Banach 
space (see e.g. [ll], [35]). S ffi u cient conditions for dissipative 
operators, or rather dissipative sets, to generate semigroups of con- 
tractions, in some class of Banach spaces were obtained by KGmura 
[16], Kato [12], [13] and Browder [2], [3]. However, a complete 
characterization, which generalizes the Hille-Yosida theorem, is 
known only in Hilbert space. These results were obtained indepen- 
dently by Dorroh [IO] for the case of semigroups defined on the whole 
space and by Crandall and Pazy [7] in the more general case of semi- 
groups defined on a closed convex subset of a Hilbert space. In a 
Hilbert space H there exists a one-to-one correspondence between 
* This paper was written while both authors were visiting at the Courant Institute 
of Mathematical Sciences, New York University. Their research was supported by 
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semigroups of nonlinear contractions on closed convex subsets of H 
and maximal monotone subsets of H x H (see [6], [7]). Hence, 
any monotone set A which has a unique maximal monotone extension 
on D(A) is uniquely associated with a semigroup S on D(A). A new 
class of monotone sets having this property is exihibited at the 
beginning of Section 2. In several concrete examples the generator A 
is not maximal monotone but belongs to this class. Next we 
characterize in terms of their generators, semigroups which leave a 
closed convex subset of H invariant. 
Another branch of the linear theory deals with the relations between 
the convergence of a sequence of generators and the convergence of 
the corresponding semigroups. These results, for the linear case, 
were obtained mainly by Trotter 1311 and [32]. We start Section 3 
with some results which extend the convergence results of Trotter 
to semigroups of nonlinear contractions in Hilbert space. Some 
results of similar nature for semigroups of nonlinear contractions 
on Banach spaces were obtained recently by Miyadera [21], [22] and 
Miyadera and oharu [23]. 
Using these convergence theorems, we obtain an extension of a result 
of Chernoff [Sj. This result is then used to obtain general represen- 
tation formulas of semigroups, in terms of their generators, which 
extend (in the case of a Hilbert space) all the results mentioned above. 
Another application of these results is a “product formula” analogous 
to Trotter’s [32]. 
Section 4 is devoted to perturbations of generators of semigroups 
which leave a closed convex subset of a Hilbert space invariant. The 
results of this section extend some of the known perturbation theorems 
for maximal monotone sets. 
In Section 5 we introduce and study the properties of multivalued 
semigroups of (nonlinear) contractions. Our first motivation was to 
simplify the proof of a remarkable result of Komura [17], namely 
that a maximal semigroup of contractions in a Hilbert space has a 
closed convex domain. The main result of this section is a selection 
theorem (Theorem 5.1). In the present paper we apply the selection 
theorem only to give a simpler proof of Komura’s theorem. However, 
we believe that multivalued semigroups have some natural appli- 
cations in the theory of evolution equations. 
For clarity of exposition we restricted ourselves in the present paper 
to semigroups of nonlinear contractions in Hilbert space. Many of 
our results however, can be extended to monotone operators mapping 
a Banach space X into its dual X* or to accretive operators from X 
to x. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let C be a closed convex subset of a Hilbert space H and let 
Cont (C) be the set of all mappings T such that T maps C into C and 
/~x--yI~l~-yl for every X, y E C. 
We start with a simple lemma. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let T E Cont (C) then, 
(a) For every X > 0, (I + h(.Z - T))-l exists and 
(I + h(I - T))-l E Cant(C). 
(b) Let y = (I + A(I - T))-lx and X > p > 0 then 
(I + AI - q-l ($- 32 + (1 - 5) Y) = Y* (1-l) 
Proof. (a) Let x E C and let G(y) = l/( 1 + X)x + h/( 1 + h) Ty. 
Clearly G is a strict contraction and G maps C into C. Therefore, G 
has a unique fixed pointy E C. Thus (I + A(1 - T))-l is defined on C 
and maps C into C. It is easy to see that (I + X(1 - T))-l is indeed a 
contraction. 
(b) For X > p the left side of ( 1.1) is defined and clearly 
which implies the equality. 
A subset A of H x H is called monotone if (x1 - x2 , yi - ya) > 0 
for every [xi , yi] E A i = 1,2. A monotone set which is not properly 
contained in any other monotone set is called maximal monotone. 
Let A be a monotone set in H x H. We define 
IA = (I+ Ml-l = {Lx + AY, 4; b, Y] E 4 
4 = {Lx + AY, rl; Lx, Yl E 4 
and collect some elementary results concerning monotone sets in the 
following two lemmas which we present without proof (for a proof 
see e.g. [7]). 
LEMMA 1.2. 
(a) JA is a contraction with domain D(J,,) = R(I + XA) (the range 
of I + AA). 
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(b) A,4 is n Lipschits function with constant X-l, D(A,) = D(J*) 
and A,, is monotone. 
(c) A, = A-l(l - JJ. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let A be a maximal monotone set in H x H then 
(a) The range R(I + hA) of I + XA is all of H for every h > 0 
(Minty [19]). 
(b) For every x E D(A), Ax is closed and convex. The element 
of minimum norm in Ax is denoted by Aox. 
(c) The closure D(A) of D(A) is convex. 
(d) For every x E H, lim,,, J,,x = ProjD~~~x. 
(e) For every x E D(A), 1 A,x / < 1 Aox / and lim,,o A,x = AOx. 
(f) If x E H and 1 A,x 1 is bounded as h -+ 0 then x E D(A). 
Remark. If for some closed convex set C, JU E Cant(C) then it 
follows in the same way as in Lemma 1.1 that for every X > p, 
F; C$nt&C) and that J,,((pjh)~ + (1 - ,u/h) Jnx) = Lx which implies 
A !J’ 
DEFINITION. Let A be a maximal monotone set. A subset A’ of A 
is a principal section of A if A’ is singlevalued, D(A’) = D(A) and A’ 
has the following property: If x E D(A) and (y - A’z, x - z) >, 0 
for every z E D(A), then [x, y] E A. 
The following theorem was first proved in [8]. We give here a 
simpler proof. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let A be a maximal monotone set. Then A0 is principal 
section of A. 
Proof. Consider the set IM defined as follows: 
M = {[x, y] : x E D(A), y E H, (y - AOz, x - z) > 0 for every 
z E D(A)} clearly A C M; we will prove that M is monotone which 
implies by the maximality of A that A = M. Let [xi , yi] E M i = 1, 2, 
and x = (xi + x2)/2; by Lemma 1.3 (c), x E D(A). We have 
( 
y1 - A%, x1 ;- x2 + x - z) >, 0 for every z E D(A) (1.2) 
and 
( 
y2 - AOz, X2 ; xl + x - 2) >, 0 for every z fz D(A). (1.3) 
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Adding (1.2) and (1.3) we obtain 
8(Yl -Yyz, Xl --2)3(Y1+Y2,~--)+2(~“~,~--4 
for every z E D(A). 
Taking x = J+ in (1.4) we obtain 
i( Yl - Y2 3 x1 - x2) > ( Yl + y2 I JAX - 4 + 2(J4OJA? Wx) 
3(Yl+Y2,JnX--X)+hIA”J,x12 
3(Yl+Yz,JA---x). 
Since Jnx -+ x as X -+ 0 by Lemma 1.3(d) we deduce that 
(Yl -Y2r% -x2) 3 0. 
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(1.4) 
LEMMA 1.4. Let A be a maximal monotone set and A’ be a principal 
section of A. Let D be a subset of H. For every p > 0, let AP be a monotone 
set satisfying 
(i) Jho = (I + hAo)-l: D --f D(A) for every h, p > 0. 
(ii) For every u E D(A), there exists yp E Aou such that yp -+ A’u 
as p -+ 0. Then J,,Dx --+ J,xasp+OforeveryxEDandh >O. 
Proof. Let X, = (I + hAp)- lx = JApx and u E D(A), y0 E AQU such 
that yp --t A’u as p + 0. By the monotonicity of AD we have 
( 
x - x, 
--Yp,Xp-U 30, x 1 (1.5) 
which implies that x, is bounded; choosing a sequence pn + 0 such 
that x0, - t (- denotes weak convergence) we have 5 E D(A) (since 
D(A) is convex) and 
( 
+ - A’u, 5‘ - u) > 0 for every u ED(A). 
Since A’ is a principal section this implies that [ E D(A) and 
(x --6)/X E At, i.e., 5 = (I + M-lx. In addition, it follows from (1.5) 
that limsup,,, l/Xl x0, I2 < l/q& u) + l/q% 4 - u) + (-d’u, u - t) 
for every u E D(A). Taking u = .$ yields 
and, therefore, x,,, -+ 5. Since the limit is uniquely determined we 
have x, -+ [ as p + 0. 
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LEMMA 1.5. Let A be maximal monotone and S(t) be the semigroup 
generated by -A. Let A” = hh’(I - S(h)) and 
Then 
Bh = h-l(Z - S(h)ProjDx). 
hi (I + hBh)-l x = JAx for every x E H and h > 0. 
In particular for x E D(A), (I + hAh)-lx = (I + hBh)-lx and, 
therefore, 
$2 (I + Mq-1 x = IAX + for every x E D(A) and h > 0. 
Proof. Let xh = (I + hBh)-lx, x E H and u E D(A). By the mono- 
tonicity of Bh we have 
c x - x’& - - Bhu, x,, - u h 1 > 0 (l-6) 
which implies that xh is bounded. Choosing h,, -+ 0 such that xh, - 4 
we obtain 
c x - f - - AOu, [ - u h i > 0 for every u E D(A). (1.7) 
Moreover, .$ E D(A) since j xh - S(h) ProjKAT xh j = h/h 1 x - xh ] 
shows that / xh - S(h) Projo= xh / -+ 0 as h -+ 0. Equation (1.7), 
together with 5 E D(A), implies (Theorem 1.1) that 5 = (I + XA)-lx. 
As in the proof of Lemma 1.4, we show that xh -+ 6 as h -+ 0. Finally, 
since for x E D(A), (I + hAh)-lx is defined (by Lemma 1.1) and 
Ah C Bh we have (I+ XAh)-lx = (I + XBh)-lx for every x E D(A). 
We conclude this section with a known result (see [l]). 
LEMMA 1.6. Let A and B be maximal monotone sets and let x1 be 
the solution of 
xt + Xa, + hB,x, = y at E Ax, , h>O U.8) 
then the equation, 
YEX +hAx +,Bx, A > 0, (1.9) 
has a solution x if, and only if, 1 Blxl 1 is bounded as t -+ 0. If j B,x, 1 is 
bounded, then xt -+ x, a, -+ a E Ax, Btx, -+ b E Bx as t 4 0 and 
x + ha + Xb = y. 
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Proof. Since A is maximal monotone and B, is monotone Lipschitz 
everywhere defined, A + B, is maximal monotone and the 
equation (1.8) has a solution xt . If (1.9) has a solution X, then sub- 
tracting (1.9) f rom (1.8) and multiplying by zt - x yields 
( Xt - x I2 + h(a* - a, Xt - x) + X(B$, - b, Xt - x) = 0, 
which implies (Blx, - b, xt - X) < 0. Since B,x, E BJ,% and 
xt = JtBxt + tB,x, we have (Blxl - b, B,x,) < 0, i.e., 1 Bp, 1 < 1 b / 
and the condition of the lemma is indeed necessary. 
Next we assume that ) B,xl / < K as t -+ 0. We have 
lxt - x, I* = X(a, - a, + Btxt - BP, , x, - xt) < Wtx, - 4~s , x, - xt). 
Let xf = Jt%vl + tB,x, and x, = J,Bx, + sB,x, , then 
I xt - x, I2 < Wtxt - K-xx, Js% + sB,x, - Jt% - t&t) 
< Wtxt - Bp, , sB,x, - tB,x,) (1.10) 
and, therefore, 
U&x, - BP, , tB,x, - sB,x,) < 0, 
which implies since 1 B,x, I ,< K, that B,x, --t b as t --+ 0 (see [A 
Lemma 2.4). From (1.10) it then follows that xt + x and from (1.8) 
a, -+ a as t -+ 0. Passing to the limit as t --+ 0 in (1.8), we obtain 
x + Xa + Ab = y and since a, E Ax, it follows that a E Ax. Since 
B,x, E BJ,Bxl and JIBxl -+ x, b E Bx and x is the solution of (1.9). 
2. RESTRICTION OF SEMIGROUPS TO CONVEX SETS 
It is known (KGmura [16], see also [7]) that if A is monotone and 
satisfies R(I + hA) = H for every X > 0, i.e., A is maximal monotone 
[19], then -A generates a semigroup of contractions s(t) on D(A). 
Our next theorem deals with a monotone set A which is not necessarily 
maximal monotone but nevertheless -A generates a semigroup of 
contractions on D(A). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a closed1 monotone set. If 
R(I + AA) 3 conv(D(A)) for every X > 0, (2.1) 
1 A set A is closed if x, E D(A), y,, E Ax,, x, + 3c and y. + y imply [x, y] E A. 
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then 
(a) D(A, is convex; 
(b) for every x E D(A), Ax has a unique element of minimum norm 
(even though Ax is not necessarily convex) denoted by AOx; 
(c) -A0 is the generator of a semigroup of contractions on D(A); 
(d) A has a unique extension to a maximal monotone set A 
satisfying D(A) C D(A). In fact, D(a) = D(A) and a0 = A”. 
Proof. Let d be a maximal monotone extension of A satisfying 
D(a) C conv(D(A)) (see [S] Theorem 2.2). Clearly 
D(A) C D(A) C conv(D(d)). 
Let x E D(A) and x,, be the solution of 
* = x,3 + AY, , [Xn ,Ynl E 4 P-2) 
which exists by the assumption (2.1). Since A C a we also have 
[xn , yn] E A” and, hence, xA = Jnx = (I + X&lx, yn = AAx. By 
Lemma 1.3(d) and (e), x, -+x and yA-)y = rir”x as X-+0. The 
closedness of A then implies that [x, y] E A. Thus, D(A) = D(A) 
and aox E Ax. Since Ax C xx we have Aox = x0x for every x E D(A). 
Let A”, and aa be two maximal monotone extensions of A with 
domain in D(A). The previous argument shows that 
D(& = D(& = D(A) and AlO = A,? 
Therefore by Theorem 1 .l, A, = A, . Finally, A is maximal mono- 
tone and, therefore, -A0 = -A0 generates a semigroup of contrac- 
tions on D(A). 
Remark. If is easy to see using the closedness of A that in 
Theorem 2.1 the assumption, 
A(I+hA)T)B for every h :> 0, 
where 9 is a dense subset of conv(D(A)) is sufficient. 
We turn to the problem of characterizing semigroups of contractions 
which leave a closed convex subset C of H invariant. We start with 
some remarks on the subdifferential of a convex function. Let f be 
a convex lower semicontinuous function from H to (- CO, CO]. We 
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assume that f is proper, i.e., f is not identically +co; then the sub- 
differential, 
af={[X,Yl;YEH,f(u)~-f(x)+(Y,u--x) for every u E II}, 
is a maximal monotone set (see, e.g. [27]). If C is a nonvoid closed 
convex subset of H and Ic is the indicator function of C (i.e. I,(x) = 0 
for x E C and I,(x) = + co for x $ C) then I,(x) is a proper, convex 
and lower semicontinuous function. Therefore, al, is a maximal 
monotone set in H x H. It is easy to verify that the domain of 81, 
is C and that y E 81o(x) if, and only if, (y, x - U) 2 0 for every u E C. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a monotone closed set satisfving (2.1) and 
let C be a closed convex subset of fiA,,, R(I + AA). If S(t) is the semi- 
group generated by -A then the following are equivalent: 
(a) JAC C C for every h > 0. 
(b) S(t)(D(A) A C) C (D(A) n C) for every t > 0 and 
Projm C C C. 
(c) D(A) n C is dense in D(A) n C, A + aI, is maximal mono- 
tone, (A + a1,)Ox = Aox for every x E D(A) n C and Proj=) C C C. 
Proof. Let d be the unique maximal monotone extension of A 
satisfying D(A) C D(A). Then D(A) = D(A) and 
Jnx = (I + AA)-lx = (I + X&lx = JAX 
for every x E C, h > 0. We first prove (a) G- (c). Let x E C; by 
assumption (a) Lx E D(A) n C. By Lemma 1.3 (d) 
J,+x = JAx + Proj,,, x 
as h -+ 0. Hence, D(A) n C is dense in D(A) n C and Proj= C C C. 
To show that A + 81, is maximal monotone we prove that 
R(I + A + a&) = H, i.e., for every f E H we solve the equation, 
fE u + Au + aI+). (2.3) 
For x E C we have AAx = A,,x. Since A, is lipschitz on H, AA + aI, 
is maximal monotone and, therefore, the equation, 
f E u, + &, + z+,) = Us + A,%, + aIc+,), (2.4) 
or equivalently the inequality, 
( f - u,, - 0, , ~TJ - 4 G 0 for every v E C, (2.5) 
580/6/z-6 
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has a solution u,+ E C (since un E II(&)) for every X > 0 (see 
Stampacchia [30], Chap. 12 or [7], Theorem 4.2). Taking 
z = z+, E D(A) n C, in (2.5) implies 
14 l3 G I uA I (If1 + ! A% / t I u. I) + i o. I (Ifi + I A% I) 
and, therefore, j uA / is bounded. By (a), ]* E Cant(C) and hence by 
Lemma 1.1 
(I + EAJ-~ = (I + i (I - h))-l E Cant(C) for every E > 0. 
Let Us, = (I + EA,J-~ u,+ then Us, E C. Taking v = uhf in (2.5) we 
obtain 
which implies 
(f - UA - 0, , u,,, - uJ < 0, 
( f - UA - AAG , uAs - u,) ,< 0 
or 
(f - u,i - 4~ , --E@,,) < 0 
and, therefore, 1 AAuAE j < K with a constant K independent of E 
and h. Letting E -+ 0 (and h > 0 fixed) we have uhc + uh , A,+Q, -+ A,u, 
so that / AA~\UA 1 < K. By Lemma 1.6 the equation, 
f E u + Au + %(u), 
has a solution and u,, -+ u, A,u, = d,u, -+ y as h -+ 0. Since A 
is closed and JAun --t u we have y E Au. Therefore, (2.3) has a solution 
for every f E H and A + aI, is maximal monotone. Let x0 E D(A) n C 
and y0 = (A + i31c)o x0 . We have 
(z - yo , x - x0> >, 0 for every x E D(A) n C, z E Ax. 
Choosing x = JAxo (which by (a) is in D(A) n C), z = A,x, , dividing 
by h > 0 and letting h -+ 0 we obtain (Aox - y. , AOx,) < 0, 
which implies 1 Aoxo 1 < j y. 1 = l(A + aI,)O x0 1 and since 
A%, E (A + Zc) x0 we have Aoxo = (A + aI,)O x0 and (a) * (c). 
Next we prove (c) 5 (b). Let s(t) be the semigroup generated by 
-A”; such a semigroup exists by Theorem 2.1. Let S,(t) be the semi- 
group generated by -(A + arc),. Since D(A + 81,) = D(A) n C and 
D(A) n C is dense in D(A) n C, it is clear that sI(t) E Cont(D(A) n C). 
But (c) implies that S and 5, have the same generator on D(A) n C 
and, therefore, coincide on D(A) n C. Hence, 
S(t)@(A) n C) C (D(A) n C). 
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Finally, we prove that (b) S- (a). From Theorem 2.1(d) it follows 
that --A and ---A generate the same semigroup S(t). Let 
Bh = h-1(1 - S(h) ProjD3) then (b) implies S(h) Projzz E Cant(C) 
and, therefore, (I + hBh)-r E Cant(C) by Lemma 1.1. Since 
(I + myx --+ (I + Amy x f or every x E H, h > 0, (Lemma 1.5) 
(I + A&l E Cant(C). For x E C (I + hA)+c = (I +hA)-lx and 
therefore JA E Cant(C). 
If A is maximal monotone then n,,,,, R(I + AA) = H and we have 
the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let A be a maximal monotone set and C C H be 
closed and convex. If S(t) is the semigroup generated by -A, then the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) JhC C Cfor every h > 0. 
(b) S(t)(I)(A) n C) C(D(A) n C) for every t > 0 and 
ProjD3 C C C. 
(c) D(A) n C is dense in D(A) n C, A + al, is maximal mono- 
tone, (A + aI,)Ox = Aox for every x E D(A) n C and ProjEA3 C C C. 
Note that if C C D(A) then ProjDz C C C is always satisfied. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let A be a closed monotone set satisfying (2.1) 
A + aIDz is the unique maximal monotone extension of A with domain 
in D(A). 
Corollary 2.2 enables us to give a characterization of the “resolvent” 
JA of a maximal monotone set. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let C be a closed convex subset of H and let Jn , 
X > 0 be a family of mappings from C into C satisfying 
(a) I Jnx - JAY 1’ G (1s - JAY, x - y) for every x, y E C and 
X > 0, and 
(b) JAx = J,((p.lh)x + (1 - p/h) 1,~) for every x E C and 
0 < TV < A. Then there exists a unique maximal monotone set A such 
that D(A) = Ul,o JAG’ and Lx = (I + hA)-lx for every x E C. 
Conversely, if A is a maximal monotone set and Lx = (I + hA)-lx then 
(a) and (b) are satisfied. 
Proof. We define a set A(h) in H x H as follows: 
W(4) = w 
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and 
A(h)x = [F; x= L5,5EC]. 
A(X) is monotone by (a). (From (b) it follows easily that 0 < p < h 
implies A(X) C A(p). Let A’ = (J,,,s A(h) and A” be the closure of A’ 
(i.e., A” is the closure of A’ in H x H). Obviously A” is monotone and 
D(A”) = Un,o ],+C. Since R(I + M(h)) r) C for every h > 0 we also 
have R(I + AA”) 3 C Zl conv(D(A”)) for every h > 0. Therefore, A” 
satisfies the conditions of Corollary 2.2 and, hence, A = A” + aIDm 
is maximal monotone. Also for every 4 E C we have by the definition 
of A(h), 6 E JA,$ + hA(h) ]A.$ and, therefore, since A(h) C A, 
or 
To prove the uniqueness of A, let A, and A, satisfy the required prop- - - 
erties. Then D(A,) = D(A,) C C and (I + AA,)-lx = (I + AA,)-lx 
for every x E C, therefore, Alhx = A,*x for every x E C which implies 
by Lemma 1.3 (f) and (e) that D(A,) = D(A,) and Alo = A,O. We 
conclude, using Theorem 1 .l, that A, = A, . 
Remark. After the first draft of this paper was completed, 
Professor T. Kato brought to our attention the following recent result 
of J. Watanabe [33]. 
Let A be a maximal monotone set and let C be a closed convex 
subset of D(A). If CC D(A) (C is the boundary of C) and 
--AOxc Uizz X(x - X) for every x E C then s(t) C C C for every 
t >, 0. It is easy to verify that Watanabe’s assumptions imply the con- 
dition (c) in Corollary 2.1. Since C C D(A) and C C D(A), C n B(A) 
is dense in C. We also have 
(A%, 24) 3 0 for every x E D(A) r\ C and every u E U,(x). (2.6) 
(Consider two cases x E C and x E interior of C.) Hence, 
(A0 Projc z, z - Projo x) 3 0 for every z E D(A). 
To prove that A + 31, is maximal monotone it is sufficient to show 
that R(I + A + 8,) = H. Let f E H; the equation, 
fe uh + aA + (aI,),+ u,+ = uA + aA + A-’ (uA - Projc 4 uA E Au, , (2.7) 
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has a solution uh E D(A). Multiplying (2.7) by uA - IV,, with 
ZIP E D(A) A C shows that Us is bounded. Multiplying (2.7) by 
kl(uA - Proj, u,J yields 
But 
h-2 1 uA - Proj, u, I2 + (aA , A-l(u, - Proj, u,)) 
<<(IfI + Iu,I)X-lIu,-Proj,u~I. 
(~2~ , uA - Proj, u,J > (A0 Proj, uA , uA - Proj, u,J 3 0 
and, therefore, X-l 1 u,, - Proj, Us [ < 1 f 1 + j u,, / < K. We deduce 
from Lemma 1.6 that the equation, f E u + Au + (Qu, has a 
solution and, consequently, A + al, is maximal monotone. Finally, 
we have for x E D(A) 
(AOx, y - AOx) 2 0 for every y E Ax (2.8) 
since Aox is the element of minimum norm in Ax. Adding (2.6) and 
(2.8) we obtain for every x E D(A) n C 
(A%, y + u - A%) 3 0 for every y E Ax and every u E N,(x). 
Hence, Aox = (A + &)ox for every x E D(A) n C. 
3. APPROXIMATION OF SEMIGROUPS 
We start with the following simple result. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a maximal monotone set. Let S(t) be the 
semigroup generated by -A and S?(t) the semigroup generated by -A, 
then for every x E D(A), S,(t)x tends to S(t)x uniformly in t on every 
bounded interval. For x E D(A) we have 
1 S(t)x - SJt)x I < / AOX I Ii% (3.1) 
Proof. Since S(t) and SA(t) are contractions it is sufficient to 
prove (3.1). Let x E D(A) then 
I &(t) x - s(t) X I2 = -2 1: &S,(T) x - AOS(T) x, &(T) x - S(T) x) dT 
,( -2 
s 
t (A&(T) X - A’S(T) X, &(T) X - L&(T) X) dT 
0 
t (L&S,(T) X - A’S(T) X, A&T) X) dT 
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THEOREM 3.2. Let A and AD, p > 0 be closed monotone sets satis- ___ __ 
fying (2.1) such that II 1 D(A) for every p > 0. Let S(t) and S(t) 
be the semigroups generated by -A and - AQ, respectively. If 
(I + XAo)-‘x = Jnox + ],,x as p -+ 0 for every x E D(A) and every 
h > 0 then Sp(t)x -+ S(t)x as p --f 0 for every x E D(A) and the conver- 
gence is uniform in t on every bounded interval. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, AD (resp. A) has a maximal mono- 
tone extension BP (resp. A) such that II = II( (resp. 
D(d) = D(A)) - a~ and --AD (resp. -A and -A) generate the 
same semigroup. It is, therefore, sufficient to prove the theorem for AD, 
A maximal monotone. Henceforth, we assume that Al, and A are 
maximal monotone. 
Since Jnox -+ Lx for every h > 0 and every x E D(A), also 
A-l(x - Jfx) = A A% -+ A,x for every h > 0 and x E D(A). For a 
fixed h > 0 this limit is uniform on compact subsets of D(A) since 
both A, and Anp are lipschitz with constant h-l independent of p. 
Let 0 < t < R, x E D(A) and 0 < h < R then 
/ s(t) x - 9(t) x I < I S(t) x - S,(t) x I + I s,(t) x - SAW x I 
+ ) s,qt> x - P(t) x j, (3.2) 
where Sn~(t) is the semigroup generated by -A,,P. We estimate each 
one of the terms on the right side separately. For x E D(A) we have 
bY (3-l) 
also, 
1 S(t) x - S,(t) x / < / AOx / dE< / A% j dii?; (3.3) 
/ S,(t) x - Sgyt) x / < 1; / A,&(T) x - AfSf(T) x 1 a7 
< s 1 I A&(T) x - AcS~(T) x I d7, 
+ s: 1 L’&‘&(T) X - A&‘(T) X 1 dT 
where 
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From (3.4) it follows by Gronwall inequality that 
/ &(t) x - &p(t) x 1 < MAD(x) Res’“. (3.5) 
For the third term of (3.2) we have 
1 P(t) x - Q(t) x j < 2 j x - Jfx 1 + 1 So(t) Jfx - &o(t) J/x [ 
d 2x I A,% I + da l(A”)O JADX I 
< 2x j Afx ) + l/xi? j Ahr’X ) < 4&i% j AADX 1
< 42/a (I &x - 4x I + i -0 I) 
< 4&i? (&Q(x) + / Aox I). (3.6) 
Combining (3.2), (3.3), (3.5), and (3.6) we obtain 
1 S(t) x - P(t) x / < 6da 1 Aox I + M,$‘(x)[42/hR + ReRl”]. 
Given E > 0, we first choose X < R such that the first term is less 
than ~12. Having fixed h this way we choose p such that the second 
term is less than e/2. This is possible since for every fixed h, M,o(x) -+ 0 
as p -+ 0. Thus for x E D(A), So(t)x + S(t)x uniformly in t E [0, R]. 
Since 9 and S are contractions we conclude that S”(t)y -+ S(t)y for 
every y E D(A) uniformly in t E [0, Ii]. 
A slightly modified version of Theorem 3.2, in which no maximal 
monotone set A is given a priori, turns out to be useful in some 
applications. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let AD, p > 0, be closed monotone sets satisfying (2.1) 
and let C be a closed convex subset of H. If 
(i) D(Ap) 1 C for every p > 0, 
(ii) Lox converges as p -+ 0, for every A > 0 and x E C, to a 
limit denoted by J,,x, and 
(iii) Ix E C for every X > 0 and x E C, 
then there exists a unique maximal monotone set A such that 
- ___ 
D(A) = U JAC and (I + AA)-4 = J,,x for every h > 0 and x E C. 
A>0 
Moreover, if S(t) is the semigroup generated by -A and So(t) is 
the semigroup generated by --AD then So(t)x --+ S(t)x for every 
x E D(A) uniformly in t on every bounded interval. 
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Proof. For every fixed p > 0, the family of contractions Jno 
satisfies the conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 2.3 on D(Ao). Therefore, 
their limit ]A , maps C into C (by iii) and satisfies these conditions on C. 
Theorem 2.3 then implies that there exists a unique maximal monotone 
set A such that D(A) = uAbO JAG’ and ],+Y = (I + hA)-k~ for every 
X > 0 and x E C. The proof is concluded using Theorem 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let AP, p > 0, be a family of maximal monotone 
sets. If 
(i) there exists X, > 0 such that Jf;,x converges as p + 0, for every 
x E H, to a limit denoted by ],,,x; 
__ - 
(4 ww 1 Wd f OY every p > 0, then there exists a unique 
maximal monotone set A with D(A) = R(JAO) such that 
JAox + (I + M-lx = JAx 
for every X > 0 and x E H. Consequently, SP(t)x -+ S(t)x for every - - 
x E D(A) = R(],,,) uniformly in t on every bounded interval. 
Proof. We first prove that Jnpx converges for every X > 0 and 
x E H to a limit, which we denote by ],,x, and that R(],,) = R(],o) 
for every h > 0. It is easy to verify that 
holds for every x E H and every X, p > 0. Also 
j I$- J/(%x+ (1 -0 Jgji 
Therefore, lim p+,, lU?z exists for every z of the form 
z = 5X i- (1 - $- J,p or $z = x + ($- - 1) JAGx. 
(3.7) 
But for every p > 0 the mapping x I-+ x + (hg/p - 1) 1,+,x is onto. 
Indeed, if 0 < p < h, , then (ho/p - 1) ]+, is maximal mono- 
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tone; hence, R(I + (&,/cl - 1) JAo) = H, and if h, < CL, then 
0 < 1 - h,,/p < 1, and, therefore, x b (X,/~).z + (1 - &/,u) JA,x is 
a strict contraction so the equation o(,,/~)z + (1 - h,,/p) JA,x = x 
has a unique solution. Hence, J&V converges as p + 0 for every 
h > 0 and x E H. Passing to the limit as p -+ 0 in (3.7) yields 
which implies R(J,) = R(Jn,) for every p > 0. We now use 
Theorem 3.3 with C = R(J,,) t o conclude the proof. (Note that 
R(J,J is convex since R(Jn,) is the domain of the maximal monotone 
set I;‘.) 
-. 
Remark. If WA,) = H in Corollary 3.1 we obtain (for Hilbert 
space) a nonlinear extension of a theorem by H.F. Trotter [31]. (See 
also [35] Chap. IX, 12 Theorem 1). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let AP, p > 0, be closed monotone sets satisfying 
(2.1) and let A be a maximal monotone set. If 
(i) D(Ao) 3 D(A) for every p > 0, 
(ii) J/ E Cont(D(A)) for every X > 0 and p > 0, 
(iii) (Ao)Ox -+ Aox for every x E D(A), 
then S(t)x -+ S(t)x for every x E D(A) un;formZy in t on every bounded 
interval. 
Proof. From Lemma 1.4 it follows that Lox -+ Lx for every 
x E D(A) and every h > 0. The rest follows from Theorem 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let S(t) be a semigroup of contractions on a closed 
convex subset C of H. Let Ahx = k-l(x - S(k)x) then -Ah generates 
a semigroup of contractions Sh(t) on C and Sh(t)x -+ S(t)x for every 
x E C unzjormly in t on every bounded interval. 
Proof. Clearly D(Ah) = C and it is easy to show that Ah is 
monotone and Lipschitz (with constant h-l). From lemma 1 .l 
it then follows that (I + hAh)-l E Cant(C) which clearly implies 
R(I + XAh) 1 C = conv(D(Ah)). Therefore, -Ah generates a semi- 
group of contractions on C by Theorem 2.1. Finally, for every 
x E D(A) (-A being the generator of S(t) we have Ahx ---t AOx as 
h -+ 0 and, therefore, Sh(t)x + S(t)x for every x E C by Corollary 3.2. 
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Remark. Corollary 3.3 is a generalization of Theorem 5.4 in [7]. 
An extension of the following lemma to a general Banach space 
was recently proved by Miyadera and oharu [23]. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let T E Cant(H), then -A = T - I generates a 
semigroup of contractions S(t) on H and 
IS(n)x-TT”xj <nl/2IAxj. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let C be a closed convex subset of H and let T E Cant(C) 
then -A = T - I generates a semigroup of contractions S(t) on C and 
1 S(n) x - Tnx 1 < n1/z 1 Ax / for every x E C. (3.8) 
Proof. Let T E Cont( C) and I - T = A. By Lemma 1.1 
(I + AA)-l E Cont( C) f or every h > 0 i.e. R(I + XA) 1 C = conv(D(A)) 
and JhC C C. Since -A is closed it generates a semigroup of con- 
tractions on C (Theorem 2.1). Extend T to a contraction rf defined 
on all of H and define A = I - T. Let s(t) be the semigroup 
generated by --A. From Lemma 3.1 it follows that 
/ S(n) x - Px j < nliz 1 Ax j for every x E H. 
For x E C we clearly have pnx = Tnx, Ax = Ax and, therefore, 
S(t)x = S(t)x and (3.8) follows. 
It is easy to check that if -A generates a semigroup S(t) then for 
every p > 0, --pA generates the semigroup S(pt). Therefore, it 
follows from Lemma 3.2 that if T E Cant(C) and S(t) is the semigroup 
generated by -A(t) = t-l( T - I) then 
j S(nt) x - T”x j < n1i2 ](I - T) x 1 = nW ] A(t) x j (3.9) 
LEMMA 3.3. Let C C H be closed and convex let T E Cant(C), then 
-A(t) = t-l(T - I) g enerates a semigroup S(t) on C and 
1 S(nt) x - Tnx 1 < 1 x - (I + ; (I - T))-’ x 1 (2 + A-W2t) 
for every h > 0. (3.10) 
Proof. From Lemma 3.2 and the remark preceding this lemma 
it follows that -A(t) generates a semigroup S(t). Let 
y = JAtx = (I + ; (I - T))-’ x 
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then it follows from (3.9) that 
I S(d) y - T”y 1 < n1/2t / A(t) y 1 < kWi2t 1 x - y I; 
therefore, 
/ S(nt) x - T”x j < I S(nt) x - S(nt) y / + ) S(nt) y - Tny / + j T*y - T%l 
< 2 I x -y 1 + A-1nl~2t 1 x - y 1 = 1 x - y /(2 + X-W&). 
THEOREM 3.4. Let C be a closed convex subset of H, F(p) E Cant(C) 
for every p > 0 and A be a maximal monotone set. If 
(I + a (I - F(p)))-l x --+ (I + M-1 x 
for every x E D(A) n C as p -+ 0 then 
i-2 F (+))” x = S(t) x forfm~y xED(A)nC af2d t>O. (3.11) 
and the limit is uniform in t on every bounded interval. 
Proof. Let AD = p-l(I - F(p)), D(Ap) = C, An is Lipschitz and 
by Lemma 1.1 JAo E Cant(C) for every h > 0. Therefore, there 
exists by Theorem 2.1 a unique maximal monotone set 20 such that 
both --AD and -20 generate the same semigroup P(t) on C. Also, 
on C, (I + Aap)-lx = (I + AAo)-lx. 
Let C, = C n D(A). Since J,,D E Cant(C) also their limit 
Jn E Cant(C) and, therefore, Jh E Cont(C,) which implies by 
Corollary 2.1 that D(A) n Cl = D(A) n C is dense in C, (i.e., 
D(A) n C = D(A) n C), A, = A + U,, is maximal monotone, 
(I + AA,)-lx = (I + hA)-l x f or every x E C, and the semigroups 
generated by -A and -A, coincide on C, . 
By the assumptions of our theorem (I + hAp)-% --t (I + AA,)-lx 
for every h > 0 and x E C, and, therefore, by Theorem 3.2 
S”(t)x + S(t)x as p -+ 0 for every x E C, uniformly on [0, R]. 
On the other hand, from (3.10) we have for every x E C n D(A) 
1 S’(nt) x -F(p)” x I < / x - J/x I(2 + Hz~/~~) 
< (I x - JP I + I JAx - J,+“x I@ + h-ln”“p> 
< (A I Aox I + I Lx - JG I)(2 + h-1n1/2p) 
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and, therefore, if x E C n D(A) 
1 S(d) A! - F(p)n x / < \ S(nt) x - sqnq x 1 + j P(nt) x ~-- F(p)n x j 
< j S(d) x - synq x j 
+ (X 1 A0x I + / Jnx - Jh% I)(2 + h-W2p). 
Choosing p = t we obtain 
j S(nt) x - F(t)n x ( < / S(d) x - Sqat) x 1 + 2x / AOX / + n1m \ A% ) 
+ \ JAX - JA% \(2 + A-W2t). (3.12) 
Substituting t/n for t in (3.12) and letting n -+ 00, t < R, (3.11) 
follows for every x E D(A) n C. Since S(t) and F(t) are contractions 
the result follows for every x E D(A) n C = D(A) n C. 
In the case the maximal monotone set A is not a priori given we 
have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let C C H be closed and convex and ZetF(t) E Cant(C) 
for every t > 0. If (I + h/t(l - F(t)))-l converges as t -+ 0, for every 
x E C and every X > 0, to a limit denoted by J,,x, then there exists a 
unique maximal monotone set A with D(A) = U,,>,, J,,C C C such that 
Jnx = (I + XA)-l x f or every x E C. Moreover, ;f S’(t) is the semigroup 
generated by -A then for every x E D(A), R > 0 and E > 0 there 
exists t, > 0 such that ;f t < to and nt < R, 
) S(M) x - F(t)n x 1 < E. (3.13) 
Consequently, for every x E D(A), Km,,, F(t/n)nx = S( t)x and the 
limit is uniform in t on every bounded interval. 
Proof. JAp = (I + hjp(l - F(p)))-l are contractions defined on C 
into C and satisfy the conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 2.3. Therefore, 
their iimit J,+ maps C into C and satisfies the condition (a) and (b) 
of Theorem 2.3. Consequently, there exists a unique maximal monotone 
set A such that D(A) = ulzo JAG’ C C and Jhx = (I + XA)-lx for 
every x E C and h > 0. The result now follows from Theorem 3.4. 
The estimate (3.13) follows from (3.12) which holds in our case for 
every x E D(A). Indeed, given any E > 0, we first choose X such that 
2h / Aox 1 < c/2 and then to so small that for t < to the sum of all the 
other terms is less than c/2. Hence, (3.13) follows for every x E D(A) 
and since F(t) and S(t) are contractions the result follows for every 
x E D(A). 
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Remark. If F(t) E Cant(H) and (1 + h&(1 - F(t)))-% converges 
as t --t 0 for all x E H then, as in corollary 3.1 (I + h/t(I - F(t)))-lx 
converges as t + 0 for every x E H and h > 0. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A be a maximal monotone set in H x H and let 
F(t) E Cont(D(A)) for every t > 0. If 
lirn ’ -F(t) ’ = A’x 
t-0 t 
for every x E D(A) 
where A’ is a principal section of A, then 
1imF ‘2 no = S(t)x 
n+m t 1 n 
for every x E D(A) and t > 0, 
and the limit is uniform in t on every bounded interval. 
Proof. Let AD = p-l(I - F(p)), D(Ap) = D(A), A0 is Lipschitz 
and by Lemma 1 .l JAp = (I + x/,0(1 - F(p)))-l E Cont(D(A)) for 
every h > 0. From Lemma 1.4 it follows that Lox --t Lx for every 
x E D(A) and we conclude the proof using Theorem 3.4. 
Remark. A linear version of Theorem 3.6 for general Banach 
spaces was proved by P.R. Chernoff [5]. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let A be a maximal monotone set in H x H and 
let S(t) be the semigroup generated by -A then 
S(t)x = ;E (I+;A)-nx forevery XEDT), (3.14) 
and the limit is uniform in t on every bounded interval. 
Proof. Choose F(t) = (I + tA)-l = J1 in Theorem 3.6, then 
(x - J&t = A TV -+ Aox as t -+ 0 for every x E D(A) and (3.14) 
follows from Theorem 3.6. 
Results similar to Corollary 3.4 were obtained by many authors, 
see, e.g. [lS], [23], [26], [29], [34]. All these works (some of which are 
valid in Banach space under further assumptions) assume D(A) = H 
and most assume that R(I - A”) = H. As it turns out neither of 
these assumptions is necessary in Hilbert space. 
We conclude this section with some results related to Trotter’s 
product formula [3 11. 
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THEOREM 3.7. Let A and B be maximal monotone sets. If A + B 
(closure of A + B) is maximal monotone and S=(t) is the semigroup 
generated by A + B then 
s-j&)x = ;z [ (I+ f A)-’ (I + f B)-lln x 
for every x E D(A) n D(B), (3.15) 
and the limit is uniform in t on every bounded interval. 
Proof. Clearly F(t) = (I + tA)-l(l + tB)-l E Cant(H). We shall 
prove that 
1:~ (I + ; (I - F(t)))-’ x = (I + X(A + B))-l x 
for every x E H, h > 0, 
which implies (3.15) by Theorem 3.4. 
Let yt = (I + h/t(I - F(t)))- lx and zt = (I + tB)-l y! . We have 
(l++)y,-;(I+tA)-‘(I+tB)-‘y,=x 
or 
Therefore, ut = (1 + t/x)(2, + tj3J - (t/x)x E D(A) and 
(1 + +j (3 + t/A) -ix + tat = Zt 
where 01~ E Aut . Hence, 
(1 +$A+; zt - ; x + at = 0 fit E Bst , at E Au, . 
Let [a, IJ E A; by the monotonicity of A at u1 and v we obtain after 
rearrangement 
(; x - f 3 - 5 - (1 + 3 Bt 9 Zt - v + ; (zt - x) + (1 + 3 @it) > 0. 
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If [o, 71 E B we obtain by the monotonicity of B 
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( ;+-5Jt-0j b (1 +fjw-o) 
- f (1 + ;j I Bt I(2 
+ t (1 + ;j2 I A I2 
From this it follows easily that 1 z1 / and t / /?f I2 are bounded as t -+ 0. 
Choosing a sequence t, -+ 0 such that zI, - z we obtain 
( ;x-;z-&q,z--y 20 1 for every 21 E D(A) n D(B), 
~EAv, ~EBv. 
Since A + B is maximal monotone we deduce that 
z = (I + X(A + B))-l x 
and by the uniqueness of the limit we have z1 - x as t --t 0. In 
addition, 
limt\up k I q I2 < (i x - 4 - ‘I, z - z1 
) 
+ ; (z, w) 
for every e, E D(A) n D(B), LJ E Av, 71 E Bv. 
Therefore, 
lirn:;p k 1 zt j2 < (+ x - 5, z - ZJ 1 + ; (2, v) for every [et, 5) E A + B. 
Taking v = z we obtain limsupt+,, l/h I z1 12 < l/h 1 z 12 and, hence, 
zt -+ x as t -+ 0. Finally, the equality yt = zf + tpt, /?, E Bz, shows 
that yt -+ (I + A(A + B))-lx = z as t + 0. 
Remark. A result similar to Theorem 3.7, in which A and B are 
single valued tn-accretive operators on a Banach space X with 
a uniformly convex adjoint, was independently proved by 
J. Mermin [18]. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let A and B be single valued maximal monotone 
operators suck that A + B is maximal monotone. Let C be a closed 
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convex set such that C C D(A) n D(B) and (I + XA)-1 CCC, 
(I + hB)-l C C C for every h > 0. Then 
for every x E C n D(A) n D(B) 
(3.16) 
and the limit is uniform in t on every bounded interval. 
Theorem 3.8 will be proved at the end of Section 4. In the multi- 
valued case the situation is more complicated and our results are not 
yet satisfactory. We do not know whether or not Theorem 3.8 is true 
for multivalued operators. More generally it would be of interest to 
solve the following 
Problem. Let A, B and A + B be maximal monotone sets and 
F(t), G(t) E Cant(C) such that 
l$ (I + ; (I -F(t)))-’ x = (I + AA)-l x, F+y (I + ; (I - G(t)))-’ x 
= (I + All)-1 x 
for every h > 0, x E C. Does limr+,(l + h/t(I - F(t) G(t)))-% 
= (I + h(A + B))-lx hold for every h > 0, x E C ? 
4. PERTURBATIONS 
Perturbation results for maximal monotone sets and generators 
of semigroups of contractions were obtained by several authors see 
e.g. [l], [2], [4], [7], [13], [28]. In this section we obtain some per- 
turbation results for generators of semigroups which leave a closed 
convex subset C of H invariant. The results of this section can be 
used to prove existence theorems for nonlinear partial differential 
equations. 
We start with a lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A be monotone and closed and let B be monotone 
Lipschitx and everywhere defined. If C is a closed convex subset of H 
such that for every h > 0, JhA E Cant(C), LB E Cant(C), then 
It+;“” E Cont (C)for every h > 0. 
Proof. To prove that J$+” E Cant(C) we have to show that for 
every y E C and h > 0 there exists x E C such that 
x+ha+XBx=y aEAx. (4.1) 
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We start by extending A to a maximal monotone set a. Since 
JnA E Cant(C) we have JhAx = JA’x and A,x = a,x for every x E C. 
Therefore, J,,’ E Cant(C) f or every h > 0. Consider the equation, 
Xt + h&&x, + ABX, = y t > 0. (4.2) 
For every y E C, Eq. (4.2) h as a solution xt E C. Indeed, since A, + B 
is monotone Lipschitz and everywhere defined, a, + B is maximal 
monotone. Also since Jhd E Cant(C) for every h > 0 Lemma 1.1 
implies that J$ E Cant(C) for every A, t > 0 and therefore by 
Theorem 3.7 SAt+B leaves C invariant and by Corollary 2.1 
JR;+” E Cant(C) for every X, t > 0. Let u E D(A) n C, then 
(Xi - 24 + AA,,, + XBX, ) Xt - 1y) = ( y - u, Xt - u), 
which implies 
1 Xt - u I2 + A(&, Xt - 24) + h(Bu, Xt - u) < 1 xt - II I2 + h(Atx, ) Xt - u) 
+ qBx, , xt - u) 
= (y-U,Xt-24) 
and, therefore, 
and / x1 1 is bounded. Since B is Lipschitz 1 Bx, 1 is also bounded 
and by (4.2) I hi I is bounded. It then follows from Lemma 1.6 
that the equation, 
x+ha+hBx=y aelx, 
has a solution x E D(A), x1 -+ x and A$x, --t a as t + 0. Since x1 E C, 
x E C and B$x, = A,x, E AJ,Ax, . But xt + x and ) A,x, ) bounded 
implies JIAxl -+ x and it follows from the closedness of A that a E Ax. 
Thus (4.1) has a solution x E C. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A and B be monotone sets. Let C be a closed 
convex subset of H such that JAA E Cant(C), JhB E Cant(C) for every 
A > 0. If for some y E C and )I > 0 the equation, y E x + h(A + B)x, 
has a solution x E D(A + B), then x E C. (A + B) is the closure of 
A + B). 
Proof. Extend A and B to maximal monotone sets A and fi and 
consider the equation, 
xt + Aa, + &G = y a, E ax, t > 0. 
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It follows from Lemma 4.1 that this equation has a solution x1 E C 
and, hence, 
xt + ha, f XB,x, .= y a, E Axt . (4.3) 
By the monotonicity of A and B we have 
(at + 4x, - 6 - 7, xt - v) 2 (Btx, - 7, xt - v) 
= (BP, - ‘I, xt - JtBxt + JtBxt - v) 
2 @4x, - 79 t&t) 
for every v E D(A) n D(B), [ E Av, 7 E Bv. 
Using Eq. (4.3) we obtain , 
t 
Y - x’t 
____ - i? - 7, xt - v h 1 > t I BP, I2 - t(7, Btx,) >, - $ t I 7 12, (4.4) 
which implies that j x1 / is bounded. Let t, -+ 0 such that x1 - x’. 
Passing to the limit through this sequence in (4.4) ’ yields 
NY - x’)i’h - 5 - 7, x’ - v) > 0 for every v E D(A) n D(B), 5 E Av, 
7 E Bv; therefore, also 
f 
y - x’ ___- 
h w,x’-v >,o 1 for every v E D(A + B), w E (A + B) v. 
Choosing v = x (the solution of y E x + X(A + B)x) and 
o = (y - x)/X we obtain x = x’. Hence, x1, - x and since xt, E C 
also x E C. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A and B monotone closed sets. Let C be a closed 
convex subset of II such that JA” E Cant(C), JAB E Cant(C) for every 
X > 0. Let riT (resp. P) b e a monotone extension of the restriction A,, 
(resp. B,,) of A (resp. B) to C. If for some y E C and X > 0 
the equation y E x + hriix + Xi3x has a solution x E D(A) n D(B), then 
x E C n D(A) n D(B) and y E x + hAx + XBx. In particular, if 
2 + B is maximal monotone, then J$+” E Cant(C) for every X > 0. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that a and i? 
are maximal monotone sets. It follows from Lemma 4.1 that the 
equation, 
xt + Au, + ax, = y, at E Ax,, (4.5) 
has a solution xt E C. Since y E x + hk + APx has a solution and 
at E Ax, we deduce from Lemma 1.6 that xI --t x, a, - 4 
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B,~,=~~~--+bast-+Oandy=x+Xa+Ab.Sincex,~C’,x~C. 
The closedness of A and B implies that a E Ax and b E Bx. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let A and B be monotone closed sets. Let C be 
a closed convex subset of H such that JAA E Cant(C), JhB E Cant(C) for 
every h > 0. Then for every y E C and h > 0 the equation, 
x1 + Aat + &xt = y at E Ax,, t>o (4.6) 
has a solution x1 E C n D(A). The equation, 
yex +hAx +hBx, 
has a solution x E C n D(A) n D(B) if, and only if, 1 Bp, / is bounded 
as t --, 0. 
Proof. The solvability of equation (4.6) follows from Lemma 4.1 
as in the proof of Theorem 4. I. Let 2 (resp 8) be a maximal monotone 
extension of A (resp. B). If y E x + XAx + hBx, then clearly 
x+/la+Ab=y aEAx bEfix 
and by Lemma 1.6 j B,x, / = / B,x, 1 is bounded. On the other hand 
if, ] Blx, I is bounded it follows from Lemma 1.6 that the equation, 
ycx +&4x +hBx, 
has a solution and we conclude by Theorem 4.2 that 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let A and B be monotone closed sets. Let C be 
a closed convex subset of H such that JnA E Cant(C), JAB E Cant(C) for 
every h > 0. If 
(i) D(A) n CC D(B) n C 
(ii) I Box 1 < h(I x I)1 Aox 1 + K(I x I) for every x E D(A) n C 
where K(r) and K(r) are nondecreasing functions and h(r) < 1 for every r, 
then Jf+” E Cant(C) for every h > 0. 
Proof. A,, and B,, are monotone closed sets satisfying (2.1). By 
Theorem 2.1 Ax (resp. Bx) has an element of minimum norm for 
x E D(A) n C (resp. D(B) n C), therefore condition (ii) makes sense. 
Moreover, it follows from Theorem 2.2 that a = A + a1, and 
B = B + 81, are maximal monotone. In addition Aox = A0 x for 
x E D(A) n C and px = Box for x E D(B) n C. .Consequently, 
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D(A) C D(B) and 1 Box 1 < K( 1 x 1); Aox 1 + K(j x 1) for every x E D(A). 
Therefore, A” + & is maximal monotone (see [7] Theorem 4.3). 
This implies by Theorem 4.2 that Jf’” E Cant(C) for every X > 0. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let A and B be monotone closed sets. Let C be a 
closed convex subset of H such that ],,A E Cant(C), JAB E Cant(C) for 
every h > 0. If int(D(A)) n D(B) f 4 (int(D(A)) is the interior of 
D(A)) then Jf+” E Cont( C) for every h > 0. 
Proof. Let A (resp. B) be a maximal monotone extension of A 
(resp. B). Since int(D(A)) n D(B) # 4, A + B is maximal monotone 
by a result of Rockafellar [28]. This implies by Theorem 4.2 that 
If+” E Cant(C) for every X > 0. 
We conclude this section with the proof of Theorem 3.8. 
Proof of Theorem 3.8. Clearly F(t) = S,(t) S,(t) E Cant(C). We 
shall prove that 
$2 (I + ” (I - F(t)))-l x = (I + h(A + II))-1 x, 
which implies (3.16) by Theorem 3.4. First note that 
u -F(t) u 
!+t t = Au+Bu for every u E C n D(A) CT D(B). 
Indeed, 
u -F(t) u u - SA(t)td 
t t 
+ SA@) u - SA@) sB@) u 
t 
The first term on the right side clearly tends to Au as t -+ 0. It is 
therefore sufficient to prove that 
Yt = sA(t)u - SA@) sB(t)u --t Bu as t+O 
t 
But 
24 - sB(t) u 
IYtlGl t IGIWl 
and by the monotonicity of 1- s,(t) at v and S,(t)u we have 
(v - SA(t) v - &3(t) u + S.&) s&) u, v - SB@) u, > o 
and, therefore, 
t 
v - sA(t) w 
t - 
u - SA(t) u 
t + 
t.d - &(t) u 
t -yt,v - sB(t) u, 
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Choosing a sequence tn + 0 such that yl, - y and passing to the 
limit through this sequence yields 
(Av-AAu+Bv-y,w-u)>O for every v E D(A). 
Since A is maximal monotone this implies y = Bu. Therefore, also 
yr -+ Bu and by the uniqueness of the limit y1 -+ Bu as t --t 0. 
F&ally, let xf = (I + h/t(l - F(t)))-lx with x E C. By the mono- 
tonicity of I - F(t) at at and u we have 
( 
x - Zt u -F(t)u ___- 
h t , Zt - u ) >, 0. 
It follows easily that zt is bounded and choosing a sequence t, -+ 0 
such that x1, - x we obtain z E C and 
i 
X--z --Au-Bu,z-u 20 h 1 
for every u E C n D(A) n D(B). 
But we have x’ = (I + h(A + B))-lx E C n D(A) n D(B) by 
Theorem 4.1. Taking u = z’ in the previous inequality yields z = z’. 
Since the limit is unique zt - x as t --+ 0. In addition, we have 
for every u E C n D(A) n D(B). 
Taking u = z shows that limsupl,, l/h 1 a1 I2 < I/h 1 .z I2 and, 
therefore, z1 -+ z as t --f 0. 
5. MULTIVALUED SEMIGROUPS OF CONTRACTIONS 
Let H be a Hilbert space and C a closed convex subset of H. 
DEFINITION 5.1. For every t > 0, let 9(t) C Cant(C). Y(t) 
is a multivalued semi-group (of contractions) on C if 
(i) Y(t) # 4 for every t > 0, 
(ii) Tl E y(tl), T2 E y(t2) imply TIT2 E y(tl + t2), t, , t2 b 0, 
(iii) For every x E C and E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that 
ITx-xl <EforeveryTEY(t)withO<t<6. 
Note that condition (iii) together with condition (i) imply 
Y(0) = {I). 
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PROPOSITION 5.1. Let Y(t) be a semigroup. lffo~ every 0 < t, < t, 
and Ti E Y(ti) i = I, 2 there exists T E 9’(tz - tl) such that T2 = TIT, 
then 9’(t) is singlevalued. 
Proof. Suppose Y(t) is not singlevalued, then there exists a t > 0 
and x0 E C such that T E Y(t), T’ E Y(t) and TX, f T’x, . 
Let / TX, - T’x, / = OL > 0. Choose 0 < 6 < 2t such that 
1 Rx - x / < a;4 for every R E Y(s) with 0 < s < 6. Let 
T” E Y(t - S/2) th en by our assumption there exist R E Y(6/2) 
and R’ E Y(6/2) such that T = T”R and T’ = T”R’, therefore, 
o<ol= j TX,- T’XO/ <jRx,-R’x,/ <IRx,-xx,/ + jR’x,-xx,/ <;, 
and we have a contradiction. 
Multivalued semigroups have the following type of continuity 
from the right. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let x E C. For every E > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 
such that if 0 < t < t’ < t + 6 and T E Y(t) then there is some 
T’ E 9’(t’) such that / T’x - TX 1 < E. 
Proof. Choose 6 > 0 as in condition (iii) of Definition 5.1. Let 
t’ - t = h and let TI E Y(h), then by (ii) 
T’ = TT, E 9’(t + h) = Y(f) 
and 
j T’x - TX 1 = 1 TT,x - TX ] f j Tp - x 1 < F 
since 0 < h < 6. 
We use the following notations 
,sP(t)x = u TX t 3 0, x E c, 
TeYP(t) 
Y~,~(x) = TeQt,, (I + + (I - T,)-1 x x 2 0, t > 0, x E c, 
and 
. [(I + ; (I - T))-l XI 3 (I + ; (1 - T))-1 x2 ,..., (I + ; (I- T))-’ xk] 
Y,.,[xl ,xz ,..-, ~1 C ff”. 
(Note that the same T E 9(t) appears in all k components.) 
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PROPOSITION 5.3. Let x E C and yA,l E YA,f(x). For every E > 0 
there exists 6 = B(e,yAJ > 0 such that for every t’ satisfying 
t < t’ < t + 6 thereissomey,,,’ E Y,,,(x)forwhich ( yA,r - yl,f’ 1 < E. 
Proof. Since yh,l E Y,,,(x) there exists a T E Y(t) such that 
t h 
Yn.t - t + h --x+- t+h 
Tm,t . 
Let T’ E y(t’), T’ will be specified latter and let 
t’ 
YA.C =-x+ tl +A & T’Y,,,, 9 
then 
IYAJ -Y&t’ I d ( j+ -&I 1x1 ++I Th,t - Th,t I 
h 
+I&-t’+h - I TY,,~ I + & I T’zw - TY,,t I ; 
therefore, 
h 
+I&-t/+X -__ I Ty,,t I 
+ f& I Th,t - T’y,,, I = Z + ZZ + 1~. 
By choosing t’ near enough to t, I and II become smaller than 
t/(x + 4 43, M oreover III also becomes smaller than t/(h + t) c/3 by 
choosing t’ near to t and taking the T’ E Y’(f) which is provided by 
Proposition 5.2. 
DEFINITION 5.2. A multivalued semigroup Y(t) is called r-convex 
if for every h, t > 0 and every x E C, YA,!(x) is a convex subset of H. 
It is called strongly r-convex if for every X, t > 0, K E N and every 
[Xl , x2 ,**-, Xkl E Ck, K,t[% , x2 ,.‘., xk] is a convex subset of Hk. 
The following selection theorem is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 9’(t) be a strongly r-convex multivalued semi- 
group, then there exists a singlevalued semigroup S(t) such that 
S(t)x E 9(t)x for every t > 0 and x E C. 
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We do not know if the following stronger version of the selection 
theorem is true. 
Problem. Let Y’(t) be as in Theorem 5.1. Does there exist a single- 
valued semigroup s(t) satisfying: For every t > 0 there exists a 
T E Y(t) such that S(t)x = TX for all x E C ? 
We will prove Theorem 5.1 following a finite sequence of lemmas. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let Y(t) b e a multivalued semigroup. Let E and 6 be 
as in (iii) of DeJinition 5.1, and let t > 0, s = nt E (0,6]. Then for 
every yA,l E YA,,(x) there exists a Y;,~ E YA,,(x) such that 
I Y&t - Yis I2 G 2E I Yn,t - x I. (5-l) 
Proof. We follow the proof of Lemma 2 in Kato [14]. Without loss 
of generality we can take x = 0. This amounts to a shift of the origin 
of H. Since X is fixed we will write y1 instead of yA,t . Let 
then 
yt = (I + ; (I - q-l 0 
Since T E Y(t), Tn E 9’(s) and we define 
Y.; = (I + ; (I - T”))-l(), 
For k = 1,2,..., n we have 
I it - T?‘s’ I2 > I Tyt - T’“y,’ I2 = I( 1 + +) yt - Tky,’ 1’ 
3!~t--~~~‘!~+~(~t,yt--T”jr,‘) 
and also 
IY~ - Tny,’ I2 = IY~ - (1 ++’ I2 > Iyt -ys’ l2 +$(y.‘,y; -yt). 
Summing these n + 1 inequalities we obtain 
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This is the desired result for x = 0. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let y(t) be a multivalued semigroup. Let x E C and 
let E and S as in (iii) of DeJinition 5.1. Then for every h > 0, t E (0,8] 
andfor every yA,f E YA,l(x) we have 
/yA.t--xl a(1 +g. (5.2) 
In particular, for every h > 0 and x E C, the sets YA,l(x) are unzjormly 
bounded for all t E (0,6]. 
Proof. We follow the proof of Lemma 3 in Kato [14]. Again 
without loss of generality we take x = 0 and denote yA,t by yl. Let 
ys = (I + h/s(l - T))-l0, T E Y(s). Ifs E [S/2, S], then 
which implies 
This proves the result if t E [S/2, S]. If t E (0, S/2) then there exists 
an integer n > 1 such that s = nt E [S/2, S]. Using Lemma 5.1 we 
obtain 
IYt -Ys’ I2 < 2r IYt I, 
and by (5.3) 
Our next lemma is a general result on convergence of “Cauchy 
sequences” of convex sets (the concept of convergence of convex sets 
is well known see, e.g., Mosco [24]). 
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LEMMA 5.3. Let K, be a sequence of closed convex nonvoid subsets 
of H satisfying: 
(i) There exists N,, such that for n > N,, all sets K, are uniformly 
bounded. 
(ii) For every E > 0 there exists N such that zf n > m > N, then 




(w stands for weak closure). Then K is closed convex nonvoid and 
K, -+ K in the following sense: For every u E H 
24, = Proj, 24 -+ uO = Proj, ff as n++m. 
Proof. Let d, = j u, - u 1. For every E > 0 there exists N such 
that if n 3 m > N then there is some u,,,’ E K,, which satisfies 
1 24, - unt’ 1 < 6. s ince u, is the projection of u on K,n we have 
I %I’ - u (2 3 1 urn’ - u, 12 + j 24, - u 12, 
which implies 
/ u, - u (2 3 1 24, - u, j2 + ( z& - u I2 - Me, 
where M does not depend on n and m. Thus, 
dn2 > 1 u, - u, I2 + d,,2 - ME. (5.4) 
Hence, for every Q > 0 there exists N such that if n 2 m >, N, then 
therefore, 
d,, < lim inf d, + E, 
?Z-t+=’ 
lim sup d, < lim inf d, + E 
m+tm ?H+a, 
which implies the convergence of d, . From (5.4) we then deduce that 
%I is a Cauchy sequence. Let u,,-+l as n-++fco. We have 
(u - u, 9 ZI - u,) < 0 for every v E K, since u, = Proj, U. There- 
fore, for every E > 0 there exists N such that 
(u - I, 0 - 1) < E for every v E IJ K, 
n>,N 
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and, hence, also for every v E umaN K,: This implies that for every 
E>O 
(u - 1, 2, - 1) ,< c for every v E K 
or 
(u - I, v - 2) < 0 for every 21 E K. 
Thus, 1 E K (as a limit of u, E K,) and I = Projcwj U. In addition 
v E K if, and only if, there exists a sequence v, E K, such that v, + v 
as n --t + CO which implies that K is convex. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let 9’(t) be a multivalued r-convex semigroup then 
foreveryxECandh >0 
~~,~-4~) + ~~(4 = n u 5,,-/ as n-++cc 
P rn>P 
in the sense of Lemma 5.3. 
Proof. Let K, = Y*,z”(x). Since P(t) is r-convex. The K, are 
closed convex and nonvoid. From Lemma 5.2 it follows that condition 
(i) of Lemma 5.3 is satisfied. From Lemma 5.1 we deduce that the 
K, satisfy condition (ii) of Lemma 5.3 and the result follows directly 
from Lemma 5.3. 
Remark. It is not difficult to show that 
qx) = n UJi w 
P rn>P 
LEMMA 5.5. Let 9(t) be a multivalued strongly r-convex semigroup, 
then for every k > 1 and every [x1 , x2 ,..., xk] E Ck and jxed X 
= Q j, Y&2 +T% > x2 >*‘*, %I w 
as n + + o(, in the sense of Lemma 5.3. 
Proof. With every T E Cant(C) we associate T E Cont(Ck) as 
follows: for every 
1% 2 x2 ,***, xk] E Ck, T[x, , x2 ,..., xk] = [TX, , TX, ,..., T&j. 
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With the semigroup 9(t) we associate S(t) defined by T E S(t) if and 
only if T E 9’(t). It is easy to check that S(t) is a multivalued r-convex 
semigroup on C k. The result then follows from Lemma 5.4 applied 
to the semigroup S(t). 
Let 9(t) be a multivalued semigroup on C and let 
w = {2-“; n 2 l} u (O}, 
L’ = ((t, T); t E w, T E 9’(t)}. 
We consider 8 as a topological subspace of R x Cant(C) with the 
usual topology on R and the trivial topology on Cant(C). Hence, a 
filter F on Q converges to (0, Z) (denoted by 9 -+ 0) if and only if, 
for every E > 0 there exists FE 9 such that (t, T) E F implies t < E. 
With the previous notations we have y E Y,,(x) if and only if there 
exists a filter 9 on Q, 9 ---f 0, such that 
w - lip (I + t (I - T))-’ x = y (weak limit). 
Similarly [yr , ys ,..., yk] E YA[xl , x2 ,..., xk] if, and only if, there 
exists a filter 9 on Q, .F --+ 0 such that 
&p(z+q(z-T))-lxj=yj j= 172 ,..-7k 
LEMMA 5.6. Let T E Cant(C), X, y E C, t > 0 and h > p > 0 then 
)-ix1 <;[y-(Z+;(Z-T))-i(;x+(l -$)y)l. 
Proof. Let z = (I + &(Z - T))-l((p/h)x + (1 - p/X)y), then 
x + &t(Z - T)x = (p/x)x + (1 - p/X)y, which implies 
z+;(Z-T)z=x+(;-l)(y-z). 
Let z’ = (I + h/t(Z - T))-lx, then z’ + hjt(Z - T) z’ = x. By 
subtraction and multiplication through x - z’ (using the mono- 
tonicity of h/t(Z - T)) we obtain 1 z - z’ \ < (h/p - l)\ y - z 1 and, 
therefore,ly--‘I <[y---z\ + /z--‘I <h/~ly--zl. 
LEMMA 5.7. Let g + 0 be a filter on Q and p > 0 such that 
lim, (I + p/t(Z - T))- lx exists for every x E C. We denote the limit 
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by yu(x). Let h > p, then lim, (I + h/t(l - T))-lx exists for every 
x E C and the limit m(x) is equal to the solution y of the equation, 
Yw (;x + (l-;)Yj =y, (5.5) 
that is, 
3: (; x + (1 - ;) h(X)) = YM (5.6) 
Proof. The mapping y I-+ yJ(p/h)x + (1 - y/X)y) is a strict con- 
traction from C into C and therefore Eq. (5.5) has a unique solution 
y E C for every given x E C and h > CL, Applying Lemma 5.6 yields 
as F --f 0 and, therefore, 
Our next lemma is the crucial step in the proof of the selection 
theorem. 
LEMMA 5.8. Let Y(t) be a multivalued strongly r-convex 
semigroup on C, then there exists a jlter @ -+ 0 on Sz such that 
lim, (I + h/t(l - T))-l x exists for every x E C and every X > 0. We 
denote the limit by y,+(x). 
Proof. We follow the method of Lemma 14 in Komura [17]. Let 
h, be a strictly decreasing sequence of real numbers such that h, -+ 0. 
We define inductively a sequence of filters Qn + 0 on 52, ultrafilters 
%n -+ 0 on Sz and functions y,Jx) on C with the following properties: 
(i) @,A1 < *n , 71 2 2(i.e., en. refines @+J 
(ii) yJx) = w - lim n (I + A,/t(I - T))-lx, n > 1. 
wheJji) @12 is generated by the sets t&(x, 01, E), x E C, OL > 0, E > 0 
The sets #J%(x, a, E), x E C, a > 0, E > 0 generate a filter since any 
finite intersection of such sets is not void by (ii) and Lemma 5.5. We 
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start with any ultrafilter @!r 
to (ii) and define @, by (iii). 
-+ 0 on Q. We construct yA,(x) according 
Th en we choose any ultrafilter 42s on Sz 
such that @r < 222 etc. From the construction it follows that 
1iII p + $ (I - q-l X = y&) for every n E N and every x E C. (5.7) 
We claim that Qn < Gn+r . It is sufficient to show that for every 
F E @, of the form, 
1 
there exists G E Qnfl such that G CF. Let 
$1 zz 
h hl+1 
_nFLxj+ l-7 hl ( 
12 Y&i) 
1 
j = 1, 2 ,..., I, 
and define G = n”= q5 ( .’ i I 12+1 x3 y ai , (~,+A) 4. Clearly G E @n+l . 
We have by (1.1) 
I( z + $ (I - T))-l Xj’ - (z + ^ t” (I - q)-l xj / 
< z+ I( 
+ (1 - T))-l Xj’ - p + hfc (I - q-l 
( 
x 2cxj+ ]- 
bl ( 
$q(z + $ (I - T))-l Xj)I 
< l-- ( ‘i+’ n 
) j y,4,(Xj) -I (I+ 2 (I - T))-l xj (7 




+ (I - T))-l Xj’ = YA,(Xj). 
w-jm(Z+ 
“+I 
* (I - q-l Xi’ = YA,+JXj’) 
we have 
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Therefore by Lemma 5.6 
d $1 YA,(Xj) - (I + * (I - T))l LYj 1 
h 
= & jyA,+l(xi.) - (z + $?(I - T)jy x; 1. h 
and, therefore, G CF. The filter @ = (J, @, clearly has the required 
property since 
1% [1+ $ (I - T))-’ x = y,,,(x) for every n EN 
and every x E C, and therefore by Lemma 5.7 lim, (I + Ajt(1 - T))-ix 
exists for every x E C and X > 0. 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 5.1 we need the following 
slightly modified version of Theorem 3.5. 
LEMMA 5.9. Let C C H be closed and convex and let @ be a $lter 
on R, x Cant(C) such that @ -+ 0 and lim, (I + h/t(I - T))-ix exists 
for every x E C, h > 0, the limit being denoted by Lx. Then there exists 
a maximal monotone set A with D(A) = Uhlo J,,C = C such that 
Jhx = (I + hA)-1 x f or every x E C and X > 0. Moreover if S(t) is 
the semigroup generated by -A then, for every x E C, E > 0 and R > 0 
there exists F E @ such that (t, T) E F and nt < R imply 
~Lc3(nt)x-T”xI <E. (5.9) 
Proof. The only difference between Lemma 5.9 and Theorem 3.5 
is that in the case of Lemma 5.9 we have replaced the mapping 
t t+ F(t) by a filter @ on R, x Cant(C) and that we have D(A) = C 
which is a direct consequence of Lemma 5.2. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We will show that the semigroup S(t) 
given by Lemma 5.9 is the desired singlevalued semigroup. Since 
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Y(t)x is closed by definition, it is sufficient to show that for every 
XEC,r 3 0 and E > 0, there exists T,. E Y(r) such that 
/ S(r) x - T,x / < E. 
Let 6, be chosen such that for every t, , t, < r, / t, - t, j < 6, 
implies 
j S(t,) .t’ - S(t,) x j < 5 . 
Let 6, be chosen such that 1 x - TX ( < e/3 for all T E Y(t) with 
0 < t < 6, and let 6 = min(6, , 8,). It follows from Lemma 5.9 
that there exists F E @ such that if (t, T) E F and nt < Y then 
j S(d) x - T”x ] < ; . 





0 < r - not, < 8. 
0 
Let Tl E Y(r - not,). Then T, = T,“(IT, E Y(r) and satisfies 
1 S(Y) x - T7x I < I S(r) x - s(n,t,) x I + I s(n,t,) - T,nOx I 
+lT,nox-TTxI<5+5+!f-T~~I<~. 
Remark. The strong r-convexity of Y(t) in Theorem 5.1 may be 
superfluous. For example if C is compact (or more generally if the 
intersections of C with bounded sets are relatively compact), Lemma5.8 
becomes trivial and the rest of the proof is unchanged. Consequently, 
if H is a finite dimensional space, Theorem 5.1 holds true for every 
multivalued semi-group Y(t) without assuming that Y(t) is strongly 
r-convex. 
We apply now Theorem 5.1 to prove the following remarkable 
result of Komura [17]. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let T, be a singlevalued semigroup of contractions 
on a subset D of H, then there exists a singlevalued semigroup of contrac- 
tions S(t) on C = conv D such that S(t)x = T,x for every x E D 
and t > 0. 
In order to prove Theorem 5.2 we need one more lemma. 
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LEMMA 5.10. Let T, be a singlevalued semigroup of contractions on a 
subset D of H. Let C = conv D and Y(t) = {T; T E Cont( C), T, C T), 
then Y(t) is a strongly r-convex multivalued semigroup. 
Proof. Condition (i) in the Definition 5.1 follows from a result of 
Kirszbraun [15]. Condition (ii) is obviously satisfied. In order to 
prove (iii) we consider the set A of points x E C for which (iii) holds. 
Clearly D C d and A is closed. It is, therefore, sufficient to prove that 
d is convex. Let xi , x2 E d and x = (xi + x,)/2. For every E > 0 
there exists 6 > 0 such that ( Tx4 - xi ( < E for all 0 < t < 6, 
TE S@(t), i = 1, 2. But 1 Tz - Txi ) < / z - xi j, i = 1, 2, and 
therefore / TX - xi j < 1 z - xi 1 + E < g ] xi - x2 1 + E. In addi- 
tion / Tz - x1 I2 + j Tz - x2 I2 = 2 1 Tz - z I2 + 4 I x1 - x2 j2. 
Hence / TX - x I2 < E 1 x1 - xs 1 + l 2 which implies that z E A. 
Next we prove strong r-convexity. Denote p = A/t and let 
with 
(1 + CL)Y~ - CLTY~ = xz 1<1<k, (5.10) 
(1 + PL)YZ’ - PT’YZ’ = XI 1 <Z<k (5.11) 
T E y”(t), T’ E Y(t). 
Let z1 = *(y, + yl’) and xl’ = *(Ty, + T’y,‘) then 
(1 +p)% -I-Lzz’= x2 1 <l<k. (5.12) 
In order to show that [zi , ~a ,..., zk] E YJx, , x2 ,..., xk] we have 
to show that there exists T” E Y(t) such that 
T”q = xl’ 1 <l<k. (5.13) 
By Kirszbraun [1.5] such a T” exists if 
I 3’ - Ttr I < I xz -Y I for every y E D, 1 < 1 < k, 
and 
1 %’ - Xj’ 1 < ) zz - zj 1 1 <l,j<k. 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
We start by proving (5.14); we have 
.580/6/2-8 
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and 
/ 7;~ - zz’ ,2 = $ / Tyz - T,y I2 + 4 / T’yz’ - T,y I2 - & / Tyz - T’yl’ I$. 
Using (5.10) and (5.11) we obtain 
I YZ - YZ’ I d I TY, - T’yz’ I, 
and since T and T’ are extensions of T, we have 
and 
I TYZ - Tty I G I YZ -Y I 
I T’yz’ - Tty I G I YZ’ -Y I, 
which implies (5.14). 
Finally we prove (5.15). First note that 




PTYZ = (1 + 11)yz - xz, F’yz’ = (1 + p) yz’ - xz 
I TYZ - TY~ I d I YZ -YY~ I, I T’yz’ - T’y,’ I < I J’i - yj’ 1, 
we obtain 
(1 + 2P) I Yz - Yj I2 - 2(1 + I”)( Yz - Yi 3 x2 - Xi> + I xz - % I2 < 0 
and 
(1 + 2p) I yz’ - yj’ I2 - 2(1 + p)( yg’ - y;, x1 - Xj) + j Xl - xj I2 < 0. 
Summing up we obtain 
(1 + 2PNl Yz - Yi I2 + I Yz’ - Yi’ I”1 
< 4(1 + p)(zz - zi ) Xl - Xj) - 2 ( Xl - xj 12. (5.17) 
From (5.12) we obtain 
p2 / Zj,‘-Zj’ I2 = (1 + /A)2 1 Zz -Zj 12-2(1 + p)(Zz-Zj , Xl-Xj) + / Xl- Xj 1’ 
< (1 + P>’ I Z2 - zj I2 - !I(1 + 2P>[l YZ -Yj I2 + I Y1’ -Yi' 17 
< (1 + p)2 j zz - zj 12 - (1 + 2p) I Xl - zj 12 = r-;” / zz - zj 12. 
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The first inequality follows from (5.17) and the second from (5.16). 
Therefore, Y,Jx, , x2 ,..., xk] is convex. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Let T, be a singlevalued semigroup of 
contractions on a subset D of H. Consider the multivalued semigroup 
9’(t) which we introduced in Lemma 5.10. By Theorem 5.1 there 
exists a singlevalued semigroup s(t) on C = conv D such that 
S(t)x E Y(t)x for every t > 0 and x E C. Since for x E D 
Y(t)x = {T,x}, S(t) is the desired extension of T, . 
We conclude this section by a simple example in H = R2 showing 
the extension S(t) of T, is not unique in general (in H = R 
the extension is unique). Let T, be defined on the set 
D={(x,O>,(O,Y)X~O,Y~O} by T&T, 0) = euzt(x, 0) 
T,(O, Y) = e-2t(0, Y>. 
The generator -A of T, is given by 
A(x, 0) = 2(x, O), @I, Y) = 2(0, Y>. 
We extend A to the half line {(x, x); x > 0} by defining it as 
A(x, x) = (x, x). It is easy to check that for all values of TV satisfying 
6 - 2/32 < p < 6 + 1/Z the extension is monotone and the semi- 
group generated by it 
Tt(x, 0) = e-2t(x, 0), Tt(O, y) = e-2t(0, y), Tt(x, x) = e-@(x, x) 
is an extension of the original T, . 
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